Unlinked regulation of cell growth and differentiation in immature B cell lines.
We established many immunoglobulin-null immature B cell lines transformed by tsOS-59, a temperature-sensitive mutant of Abelson murine leukemia virus. In different cell lines cell growth was depressed and cell differentiation (generation of intracytoplasmic mu-positive cells from Ig- cells) was induced by the shift of culture temperature from low (35 degrees C) to high (39 degrees C). Cell lines were categorized into four groups: (i) temperature sensitive (ts) to both cell growth and differentiation, (ii) ts to cell growth but not to cell differentiation, (iii) ts to cell differentiation but not to cell growth, and (iv) ts to neither cell growth nor differentiation. These results indicated that the depression of cell growth did not necessarily induce cell differentiation, and that cell differentiation was induced regardless of whether cell growth was depressed or not. Furthermore, the results showed that the depression of cell growth and the induction of cell differentiation occurred without the reduction of tyrosine kinase activity of P120gag-abl at high, nonpermissive temperature. Our cell growth and differentiation system described here should provide us with the interesting findings of the relation between B cell growth and differentiation.